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ON TWISTED ORBITAL INTEGRAL IDENTITIES 
FOR PGL(3) OVER A />-ADIC FIELD 

DAVID JOYNER 

ABSTRACT. The object of this paper is to prove certain p-adic orbital 
integral identities needed in order to accomplish the symmetric square 
transfer via the twisted Arthur trace formula. Only §5 of this article con
tains original material, the rest of it is due to R. Langlands. Very briefly, 
we reduce the problem of proving certain orbital integral identities for 
"matching" functions in the respective Hecke algebras to two counting 
problems on the buildings. We give Langlands' solution of one of these 
problems in the case of the unit elements of the respective Hecke algebras 
and §5 provides the solution to the other one, again, in the unit element 
case. The main results assume p ^ 2. 

0. Contents. Only §5 of this article contains original material, the rest of it 
can be essentially be found in the unpublished notes [12]. Very briefly, §1 pro
vides an introduction including the definition (due to H. Jacquet and J. Shalika) 
of the "norm map", §2 applies the Satake transform to proving some simple 
orbital integral identities in the "split case", §3 reduces the problem of proving 
these identities in the "non-split case" to two counting problems on the build
ings, §4 recalls R. Langlands' solution of one of these problems for the unit 
element of the Hecke algebra, and, finally, §5 provides the solution to the other 
one (for the unit element of the Hecke algebra). In sections 4 and 5 we assume 
that p ^ 2. 

This paper was written independently of a recent paper [4] which also relied 
on Langlands' unpublished manuscript [12]. 
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suggestions, many helpful conversations on the subject, and the use of his notes 
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1. Introduction. 

1.1. History. Let F denote a p-adic field and I~I(G(F)) denote the set of 
equivalence classes of admissible irreducible representations of a reductive al-
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TWISTED ORBITAL INTEGRAL 1099 

gebraic group G. Typically, F will be a completion of a number field K at a 
place v; let A = AA: denote the adele ring of K. 

One example of the local functoriality conjecture ([2], [13]) says that the 
L-homomorphism 

(1.1) r : GL(27C)-+GL(2rc+l, C), 

given by r := Sym®2" ® (det)~" should yield a transfer (the "symmetric nth 
power lifting") 

(1.2) r* : n(GL(2, F)) -> n(GL(2rc + 1, F)). 

Using L-parameters one can directly "lift" or transfer unramified principal series 
from GL(2, F) to GL(2n + 1,F), so there is some evidence for the validity of 
this conjecture. There is of course a global analog of this conjectural transfer, 
predicted by the global functionality principle. 

If n — 1 then S. Gelbart and H. Jacquet [5] proved the existence of a global 
representation n E I1(GL(3, A)) associated to a cuspidal TT G FI(GL(2, A)) using 
the theory of L-functions, converse Hecke theory on GL(3, A) [6], and an idea of 
G. Shimura [17]. Let me reformulate this in terms of functoriality: when n = 1, 
the L-map (1.1) becomes 

/ h\ 1 ( al ~ab ~bl\ 
(1.3) rla ^ ) = -3— r - -lac ad + be 2bd 

\c d) ad-bc y_c2 cd d2 J 
the adjoint representation of s/(2, C) with respect to the basis 

and this factors through PGL(2) giving us 

(1.4) Ai: L5L(2, C) = PGL(2, C) ^ 50(3, C) ^ 5L(3, C) = LPGL(3, C). 

The functoriality conjecture then predicts a local and global transfer from SL(2) 
to PGL(3). On the other hand, the natural embedding gives us an L-map 

(1.5) A2 :
 LPGL(2, C) ^ LPGL(3, C), 

In this case the functoriality conjecture predicts a local and global transfer from 
PGL(2) to PGL(3). The global transfer associated to (1.5) is in fact the Gelbart-
Jacquet lift. The local transfer associated to (1.4) will be elaborated upon in 
subsection 1.2 below. 
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Around 1976, H. Jacquet suggested that there should be a twisted trace for
mula for PGL(3), corresponding to the outer automorphism 

a : g H ^ " 1 / , a2 = l, 

where J is the idempotent matrix given by 

- - ( , - > 

and that this trace formula could be applied to proving the symmetric square 
transfer in a fashion analogous to the base change lift of Saito-Shintani-
Langlands. Moreover, PGL(2) and SL(2) should be cr-endoscopic groups for 
PGL(3) and the symmetric square transfer should be a consequence of stabiliz
ing this twisted PGL(3)-trace formula. The notes [12], completed a year or so 
later, were motivated by Jacquet's suggestion. 

1.2. L-parameters and the transfer from SL(2) to PGL(3). Let F be a 
p-adic field with ring of integers OF, let G denote one of the groups SL(n) or 
PGL(n)y let K denote a maximal compact subgroup of G(F), and let #"(G, K) 
denote the Hecke algebra of compactly supported locally constant functions on 
the double coset space K \ G(F)/K. Let Ko := G(Of) denote the hyperspecial 
maximal compact subgroup; when K = KQ, we write 9l(G) := ^{(G^KQ). Let 
C™(G) denote the algebra of Schwartz-Bruhat functions of locally constant 
functions of compact support on G. 

Corresponding to the L-map (1.4), the Satake transform (defined in §2 below) 
gives us a homomorphism of Hecke algebras 

(1.6) At : 9((PGL&)) — tf (SL(2)), </> >->/ := \\{<t>), 

determined by f(t) = </>(Ai(0),f G LSL(2, C). When this identity holds, one 
says that the spherical function <j> on PGL(3,F) corresponds with the spherical 
function/ on SL(2,F). Similarly, corresponding to the L-map (1.5) there is the 
L-homomorphism of Hecke algebras 

(1.7) Â  : ^(PGL(3)) — #(PGL(2)), <j> .—/ := A ^ ) , 

determined by / (0 = 0(A2(OXt € LPGL(2, C). Using this one can define a "cor
respondence", as above, between spherical functions on PGL(3, F) and spherical 
functions on PGL(2, F). 

According to the local Langlands correspondence for SL(2), to each unram-
ified admissible homomorphism ip : WF —* LSL(2, C) there is an L-packet 
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of admissible irreducible unramified representations 11(0) G I1(SL(2, F))L of 
SL(2, F). Here WF denotes the absolute local Weil group of F and the subscript 
L on the n signifies that we are identifying L-indistinguishable representations. 
Each homomorphism 6 : WF —• LSL(2,C) yields via (1.4) a homomorphism 
0* : WF —• LPGL(3, C), and if 0 is admissible then so is 0*. The local functo-
riality conjecture predicts that the L-map (1.4) should yield a map of tempered 
L-packets 

(1.8) Ai : Iltemp(SL(2, F))L -» Iltemp(PGL(3, F)), Yl(8)i-+ire*. 

We say that n G I1(SL(2, F)) transfers to n G I1(FGL(3, F)) if TT G 11(0) and 
n = 7T6»*, for some admissible 0 as above. The L-packets of SL(2) have been 
described by J.-P. Labesse and R. Langlands [10]. 

1.3. The jacquet-Shalika norm maps. The basic ideas of this subsection 
are, I believe, due to H. Jacquet and J. Shalika and may be found in [12]. 

Let G := PGL(3),Hl := SL{2),H2 := PGL(2). Associated to the two a-
endoscopic groups Ht are "norm" maps 

Nt : {stable cr-conjugacy classes in G} 
(1.9) 

—•{stable conjugacy classes in / / / } , 

which (hopefully) allow one to relate stable class functions on G to stable class 
functions on ///. The explicit construction of these norm maps is the object of 
this subsection. 

LEMMA 1.10. If [A] G PGL(2n + 1,F) is represented by A G GL(2n + 1,F) 
then [A]cr([A]) is represented by A • lA~x and A • lA~x has at least one eigenvalue 
equal to one. 

This is an immediate consequence of the fact that A - 1 —tA~l is singular (since 
2n + 1 is odd), hence has 0 as an eigenvalue. 

Let V := F2n+l and identify, by fixing a basis of V, GL(2n+l, F) with AutF(V). 
For the [A] and A in the lemma, let VA C V be a 1-dimensional subspace on 
which A • *A~l acts as the identity. Let WA be the orthogonal complement of 
1A~XVA with respect to the inner product (vj, V2) := lv\ • v2. Observe that A-*A~l 

acts on VA trivially, therefore on V/VA, and ArA_1 acts on WA. 
Let me now restrict to the case n = 1. 

LEMMA 1.11. Suppose that A • tA~l induces the linear transformation B\ G 
AutF(WA) and B2 G AutF(V/VA). Then 

(a) det#! = d e t £ 2 = 1; 
(b) there is an isomorphism 6 : WA—>V/VA such that 
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WA L_> wA 

0 

B2 V/VA —> V/VA 

commutes; 
(c) as elements of SL(2,F),B\ and Bi are stably conjugate; 

(d) the stable conjugacy class of B\ is independent of the choice ofVA. 

For the proof, I refer to [12]. 

Definition 1.12. Choose a basis of V/VA or of WA and represent the transfor

mation induced by A • lA~x by a 2 x 2 matrix. The stable 5L(2)-conjugacy class 

of this matrix is well-defined and depends only on the stable cr-conjugacy class 

of [A]. This stable conjugacy class in SL(2, F) is called the 7/i-norm of [A], 

written as N\([A]) C H\(F). For the //2-norm, first identify H2 with SO(3) via 

the adjoint representation (1.3), where SO(3) denotes the connected component 

of the orthogonal group for the skew-diagonal matrix J above. If the eigenvalues 

of A • lA~x are a, 1, a - 1 and a ^ ± 1 , then define the //2-norm of [A], written 

Ni([A])i to be the stable //2-conjugacy class which contains a matrix with a, 1, 

a - 1 as eigenvalues. 

As a matter of notation, let 

ClsJ(G) :— {stable a-conjugacy classes in G}, 

Clst(Hi) := {stable conjugacy classes in / / / } . 

PROPOSITION 1.13 (JACQUET-SHALIKA). The norm map 

Nx : Cls<{G)-+Clst{Hx) 

is a bijection. 

Remarks. (1) This is proven in [12] by explicit matrix manipulations. 

(2) For H2 stable conjugacy and ordinary conjugacy are essentially the same, 

so the statement analogous to the proposition is false for N2. 

(3) In general, one expects to be able to define norms from PGL(r) to any 

of its (7-endoscopic groups. One expects that the norm map associated to the 

"largest" a-endoscopic group should also yield a bijection. 

The following corollary of Langlands' proof of (1.13) is sometimes useful. 

COROLLARY 1.14. If N\([A]) does not contain a unipotent, then there is a [Af] 

in the same stable a-conjugacy class as [A] and represented by A' G GL(3, F), 

for which 
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(a) V = VA>® WA,; 
(h) W^i — VAi with respect to the inner product (vi, V2) := lv2 • v\; 
(c) VA> and WA

f are both invariant under A and lA~l (i.e., A can be put in 
(2,1) -block form). 

1.4. The fundamental lemmas. Recall G := PGL(3)1HÏ := SL(2),H2 := 
PGL(2). Let us denote the twisted centralizer by 

(1.15) G(ga, F) := {x G G(F)\x~l ga(x) = g}, 

and the (ordinary) centralizer by 

(1.16) Hi(h, F) := {x G H^x^hx = A}, i = 1.2. 

Let uJG(ga), ^G be fixed nonzero forms of maximal degree on G(ga,F),G(F), 
respectively, and let 

duG(x) 
dx \— — 

duG(ga)(x) 
denote the quotient measure. For <j> G C™(G), define the twisted orbital integral 
by 

(1.17) 0 ( g , 0 , uG, LjG(g<r)) = <!>(g, </>):= / <l>{g~Xga(g))dg, 
JG(8O,F)\G(F) 

provided it converges. Similarly, let uJHi{h),uHi be fixed nonzero forms of max
imal degree on Hi(ha, F),f/,-(F), respectively, and let 

_ dujHi(x) 

duHiih)(x) 

denote the quotient measure. In fact, we don't take any uHi(h), but only one 
obtained by pulling back uG(ga) via an étale surjective homomorphism over F 

^ : HiQtf -+ G(ga), 

namely, it must satisfy 

for all h G Ni(g). Here Ni denotes the norm map defined above. Note that if 
h G H((F) is regular semi-simple then we may assume that 1/̂  is an isomorphism. 
For/ G C™(Hi) and h G Ht(F) regular, define the orbital integral by 

(1.18) 0(A, / , ujHi,ujHi{h)) = <D(/i, / ) := / f(x~lhx)dx. 
J H((h,F)\Hi(F) 
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This defines the orbital integrals which will occur in the fundamental lemmas 
below. Note that, whereas 0(/z,/) is a class function on Hi(F)reg,<b(g,<j>) may 
be regarded as a class function on the nonconnected reductive group 

G : = G x { l , a}, (semi-direct product), 

because of the identity 

(x x ayl(g x d)(x x a) = a(x~xga{x)) x a. 

To analyse these integrals further we of course should know something about 
the conjugacy classes on /// and on G. Actually, from now on I shall pretty much 
ignore G since it seems easier to regard conjugacy classes on G as cr-conjugacy 
classes on G. 

Let me leave aside the notion of a-conjugacy for the moment and first dis
cuss the (untwisted) notions of conjugacy and stable conjugacy. Two elements 
h\1h2 G 5L(2,F) = H\{F) can be stably conjugate (meaning that there is an 
x G H\(F) such that h\ = x~lh2x) but not conjugate (over F). This is not true for 
PGL(n). In other words, if two elements of PGL{n, F) are PGL(n, F)-conjugate 
then they are necessarily PGL(n, F)-conjugate (see, for example, [11, ch. 15, §3, 
p. 543]). Equivalently, for PGL(n), the notions of stable conjugacy and (ordi
nary) conjugacy coincide. For groups other than PGL(n), however, these notions 
do not generally coincide. As a measure of the difference between these two 
notions, one may consider the set of conjugacy classes of an element within a 
given stable conjugacy class of that element. For h G ///(F), the set of ///(F)-
conjugacy classes of hi within the stable conjugacy class of h is parameterized 
by 

(1.19) <D(/i, Ht):= Hiih(F)\SKh,Hi)/Hi(F), 

where 

St{h, Ht) := {x e Hi(F)\x~lhx G ///(F)} 

denotes those elements over F which leave invariant the stable conjugacy class 
of h G ///(F) under conjugation. If / — 2 then Tïih^FLj) is a singleton since in 
that case the notions of stable conjugacy and ordinary conjugacy coincide. 

Now let me turn to the twisted analogs of these notions. Although PGL(n) 
has "no L-indistinguishability" it does have "twisted L-indistinguishability". In 
other works, it is possible for g\1g2 G G(F) to be stably cr-conjugate (meaning 
that there is some g G G(F) such that g\ = g~lg2&(g)) but not a-conjugate 
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over F. For g G G(F), the set of a-conjugacy classes of g within the stable 

cr-conjugacy class of g is parameterized by 

(1.20) Va(g, G) := Gga(F) \ Sta(g)/Hi(F)1 

where 

Sta(g, G) := {x G G(F)\x-lgx G G(F)} 

denotes those elements over F which leave invariant the stable cr-conjugacy class 

of g. 

LEMMA 1.21. There are isomorphisms (as pointed sets) 

<D(h, Ht)~H\F, Hi(h)), 

<Da(g, G)*iH\F, G(ga)) 

For the proof of this see, for example, [14]. We will use this to compute the 

cardinality of these sets later. 

For fixed g G G(F) and arbitrary g' G £k(g,G) , all the twisted centralizers 

G(g'a) are (well-defined and) isomorphic over F. When considering the twisted 

orbital integrals <&(gf,ujG(g'a)jUG), g' G £>a(g,G), we will always assume that 

the measures wag'a) are determined from the given u)c(ga) by pulling it back 

via some isomorphism G(gfcr)—+G(ga). A similar remark pertains to the orbital 

integrals attached to the h! G T>(h, Hi). 

If N\(g) is regular, g G G(F) then define the stable twisted orbital integral 
of <f> G C™(G) by 

(1.22) O r l (G , </>):= Y, *<*'' <h 

where T denotes G(ga). Similarly, if h G H((F) is regular then define the 

stable orbital integral off G Cc°°(///) by 

(1.23) &T»\h,f):= Y, °(^A 
hfe'Dih.Hi) 

where 7} denotes the centralizer ///(/?)• 

FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA FOR H\ (LANGLANDS). If <j> G Of {G) and f = A* (0) G 

9f{H\) then, for all non-trivial h G N\(g), we have 

(1.24) O 7 ^ , 0) = O r " 1 (A, / 1 ) . 
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We will prove this in §4 in the case where <f> is the unit element of Oi(G) and 

The analogous statement for H^ requires the introduction of "unstable" orbital 
integrals. These are the same as stable orbital integrals except that the sum is 
"twisted" by certain roots of unity (± l ' s in our case). To define these, we use 
the property that the elements g G G(F) with N\(g) = 1 have the property that 
|Da(g, G)\ — 2, and we can define a bijection of sets 

(1.25) K : <Da(g,G) — { ± 1 } , 

by 

f +1, if G(ga) is split over F, 
K(g) : = < 

I —1, if G(ga) is non-split over F 

If N\(g) ^ 1 is regular then replace g by gs := (g+tg)/2 to get a regular element 
with N\(gs) = 1. In this case, define K,(g) = /c(gv). This depends only on the 
cr-conjugacy class of g. This sign is closely related to the Hilbert norm residue 
symbol of E/F, where E is the quadratic extension obtained from adjoining the 
eigenvalues of/iGiVi(g) to F, see §4 below. The unstable or /c-orbital integral 
of ^ € C™(G) is 

(1.26) Or'*te, <f>) := Y, « (SX* ' ' <& 

where T := G(ga). 

FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA FOR H2. (conjecture) Assume N2(g) ^ ±1 . If (f) G 94(G) 

andfi := \\(<t>) G 9f(H2) then, for any h G Ni(g), we have 

(1.27) O ^ f e , <t>) = T{gmh,f2), 

where r is the transfer factor 

Ti.h)-±\(1+I3l)(i+P2)\l/2, 

denoting the eigenvalues of h by /3i,/Î2- ?7*£ ± s/gw vv/// £>£ explained in (3.18) 

This main result of this paper is, as mentioned earlier, the proof that this 
holds when the residual characteristic of F is greater than 2 and <f> G Of (G) is 
the unit element. 

2. The identities in the split case. 
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2.1. Summary. The object is to briefly sketch, following [12], a proof of the 
stable and unstable fundamental lemmas 

(2.1) &T>l(g, 0) = « ^ ( A , / ) , 

for h £ Ni(g) H A\(F) regular semi-simple, and 

(2.2) &T>"(g, </>) = |(1 + fc)(l +/32)r1/20(/i /, / ) , 

for /*' G #2(g) ^ ^2(F) regular, semi-simple. Here At(F) denotes the maximal 
split torus in ///(F); let A(F) denote the maximal split torus of G(F). The norms 
have been defined in such a way that, if g G A(F) then Nj(g) D At(F) ^ 0. We 
use Satake transforms, a method which has the advantage of yielding, for the 
split groups we consider, an explicit expression for the absolute value of the 
transfer factor (the precise transfer factor is very difficult to predict in general, 
see the recent work of R. Langlands and D. Shelstad [15]). 

2.2. Background on twisted integration formulas. All Haar measures in 
this subsection are normalized as in [3]. 

In this section, let G' = SL(n) or PGL(n) and consider the outer automorphism 
a(g) = J' - tg~x J' where J' denotes the n x n skew-diagonal matrix with 
alternating zbl's on the skew-diagonal: 

\(-ir1 / 

Let Ad denote the action of G'(F) on Lie G' : Ad{g)X := gXg~x. The Jaco-
bian of the change-of-variables n \—> nmrTxrrr{ = exp [(1 — Ad(m)) log n], 
where log n G Lie A^ is given by exp log n := n, is of course A(m) := 
|det(Ad(m) — \)UCN'\F- Similarly, the Jacobian of n »—• nma(n)~lm~l = 
exp [(1 — Ad(m)(j) log n] is A^m) := |det (Ad(m)a — I ^ A H F -

To be concrete, if oc\,... , an are the simple roots of G' then a acts 
on their associated root groups via a(exp (tXa.)) = /'(exp (tXai))~

xJf — 
(-1)" - 1 exp (-t^XaJ), or equivalently, via the action of a G Out(G') = 
Aut(T>) on the Dynkin diagram <D of G'. For FGL(3), a exchanges the two sim
ple roots; on the level of the Lie algebra, it exchanges the root vectors Xax,Xa2 

and changes the sign of 
^ai+a2 ^ ^ ^ N since Xai+(X2 = [Xai,Xa2]. Therefore 

the analog to 
(2.3) / <j){nmn~xrrrl)dn = A(m)~l / </>(ri)dn 

JN' JN' 
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becomes 

(2.4) / <t>(nmcT(nrlm-[)dn = Aa(m)~l [ <t>{n)dn 
JN' JN' 

Let a G A'{F) belong to the maximal split torus of G'{F) and let <j> be a 
spherical function on G'(F). As a straightforward application of (2.3-4), we 
have 

(2.5) / <Kx-lga(x))dx = [ Aa(m)~lA(m) 
JG'{go,F)\G'{F) JG'(ga,F)\A'(F) 

x / (f)(x~lmx)dxdt, 
JA'(F)\G'(F) 

where m := t~laa(t). Notice that the outer integral on the right is a finite sum. 
This fact will be used in a later subsection. 

The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the calculation of the twisted 
Jacobian Aa(m), when G' = G = PGL(3). Write Lie TV = F • Xai 0 F • Xai ® 
F - Xai+a2 and identify its elements as column vectors. In terms of this basis, a 
is represented by the matrix 

(- -' J 
and Ad(a) is represented by the matrix 

(ctxia) \ 

<r2(fl) 
V (a\+a2)(a)J 

where of course a\(a) — a\/a2,(X2(a) — ai/ai, (ai+c^X^) — 01/03. Combining 
this together, we find that det (Ad(a)cr — l)L^yy = (01/03)2 — 1. In particular, 

with a = m = t ga(t) lit^1 > where 7, denote the 

eigenvalues of a representative of g G A(F), we find that 

(2.6) A a ( m ) = | l - ( 7 i / 7 3 ) 2 | F . 

2.3. The Satake transform on PGL(3), 5L(2), PGL(2). There are, as we 
mentioned already in §1, L-maps 

A, : L//i(C) —• LG(C), L//i = 50(3) ^ PGL(2) 

A2 : LH2(C) - • LG(C), L//2 = SL(2), 
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given on the maximal split torus by 

t2t\
x. 

Define the Satake transform by 

kt) := Yl a^A^i e LA^ 
A<EX*(LA) 

(2.7) ^ lW : = S mfaMO, t e %(C), 
/ i€**(M,) 

/ 2 ( 0 := X ! m(y>(t), t e L A 2 ( C ) . 

i /ex*(LA2) 

Here 

(2.8) a(A) := AG(g) / <Kx~lgx)dx, 
JA(F)\G(F) 

where A is that element A = A(g) = A(kuk2l h) G Z*(LA) = Z3 is that element 
corresponding to (^1,^2^3) G Z3 for &, given by 

Sunt* \ 
g=\ u2iT

k2 Uuteof. 
V M37r*3 / 

We also define AG(#) := Etaiirootsa U " «fe)|1/2 = |1 - 7 i / 7 3 | | l - 7 2 / 7 3 | | l -
7i/73||73/7i|. Similarly, for H{(F) we have 

(2.9) fyiC/x) := AHl(h) [ Mx~lhx)dx1 

where \i = /i(/z) = /i(m) G X*(LHX) ~ Z corresponds to /i = ( "l
 0 ) = 

C1'^ „ , „ -« ) • «/ e O / . Here we define AH,(h) := Hlirootsa\l - a(h)\^ 

= 11 - 0 , / / V f t l / î i | , / 2 . For //2(F) we define A„2(fc') := Flail roots» 11 - «(^')|1/2 

= |l-/3'1 | |/3'1 |-'/2,and 

(2.10) m(y) := AW2(A') / f2(x-ltix)dx, 
JA2(F)\H2(F) 
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where v — v(n\,n2) G X*(LH2) corresponds to h! = ( ^ J = 

("1?r ' „ V where u" G 0F
X. Here the pair (wi,n2) € Z2 is not well-

V j/27Tn2 / 

defined but n\ — n2 is. 
Note that, via the induced map A* : X*(LA) —• X*(LAi), two A(k\1k2,k3), 

A(k'Xlk'2lk
f
3) belonging to X*(LA) have the same image if and only if k\ — k3 — 

k\ -k!v Similarly, via the induced map \\ : X*(LA) —> X*(LA2), two A(k\, k2, k3), 
A(k'x,k2lk3) G X*(LA) have the same image if and only if k\ + k2 — k[ + k'2 — 
2k3 = 2 ^ . 

LEMMA 2.11. (a) For f\ and </> spherical the following are equivalent: 

(i)f\ = K<t>> 
(ii)Mt) = kMt)), teLHh 

(Hi) 
^2 <*(A) = ^i(M), V/X = /i(m). 

A=A(*|,*2,*3) 
&i — k^—m 

(b) For f2 and <f> spherical, the following are equivalent: 

o)f2 = y24>, 
(ii)Mt) = fa\2(t)), teLH2, 
(Hi) 

y ] «(A) = r/2(^), Vi/ = i/(ni, n2). 
A=A(*,,*2,*3) 
A:i=«i,fc2=«2 

The proofs are omitted. 

2.4. The fundamental identities in the split case. We may always represent 
t G A(F) by a diagonal matrix in GL(3, F) whose middle entry t2 is 1. This gives 

1 I * 3 

rVo = i t-lt~l 

Because of this, the right side of the expression in (2.5) is 

K(m)~l Y, è(grl(T(t))<!>(grla(t)) 
timodAHK) 

= |73/7i \-lAa(m)-1 J2 <*(A +A') , A = A(g), 
A'=A'(k,0,k)EX*(LA) 

kez 
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since AG(gt la(t)) lA(gt la(t)) = |73/7i|_1. By the previous lemma, the left 
side of (2.5) is 

^(m)-l\l3/lfi\-
lrii(fi) 

= Aa(myl\l3/7i\-l\l -(3i/f32\\P2/f3i\l/2 [ f\(x~lhx)dx, 
JAdF)\Hi(F) 

where h = ( 7 l ' 7 3 , ) G N\(g). Since /3\/02 = l]/l\, these equations 
^ 73/7i / 

combine to give, for g G A{F) and h G N\(g) fï H\(F), 

(2.12) /" 0(jc"^(7(jc))dî - /" (A^)(JC-1/ZX)JJC. 
JG(go,F)\G(F) J Hi (h,F)\Hi (F) 

This proves the SL(2)-fundamental lemma in the split case since the stable 
conjugacy class of h contains only one element. 

f 7 i / 7 3 A 
For the S0(3)-fundamental lemma, we have h' = I 1 G 

V 73/7i / 
N\(g). (We identify 50(3) with PGL{2) via (1.3).) Due to the symmetry under 
the Weyl group, we can replace the sum 

]T a(A + M)= Y^ oc(A + M), 
M=M(k,0,k) M=M(0,k,0) 

by a sum over the end coordinate: (0,0, &). By lemma 2.11, this sum satisfies 

m(y) = Yl «(A + M). 
M=M(0,0,k) 

kel 

A simple computation verifies that Aa(m)_1 |73/7i|_1 |l - f3i\\(3\\~1/2 = |(1 + 
/3\)(1 + (32)\~

1/2. From this, (2.9), and the above expression for h\ we have 

(2.13) 0 ( s , (/>) = |(1 + /3 i ) ( l+^ 2 ) r 1 / 2 ^(^ , A^), 

for h' £ N2(g) H H2(F). This proves the SO (3 ̂ fundamental lemma in the split 
case. 

3. The reduction in the non-split case to buildings. 

3.1. Summary. R. Langlands [12], [14] has shown how to exploit buildings 
to prove fundamental lemmas (see also R. Kottwitz [8], [9]). Following [12], 
this section is concerned with reducing the individual terms of the identities 

(3.1) &T»\h, \\{<j>), ujh) = O r ' !(S, 0, w8), 
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and 

(3.2) 0(A', Aî(0), «;*) = ±|(1 + £0(1 + f t ) | 1 / 2 0 ^ ( g , (/>, ^ ) , 

down to finite sums, in case <j> is the characteristic function of a double coset 
KtK, where t G A (F) and K := G(OF)- We will only by interested in the case 
f = 1 but the simple reduction below is just as easy to carry out for general t. 
For background, some references are [14] and [8]. 

Notation. Recall Hx := SL(2) and H2 := PGL(2). Let 

G(0 = Q(A) = G(*i, *2, k3):=KtK, 

where 7 G A(F) is represented by a diagonal matrix with entries t[ G / r X |^ | = 
#*'', and A G X*(LÀ) is the character associated to the triple (&i, k2l k^) by 
duality. We assume that the entries have been ordered in such a way that 
k\ ^ k2 = £3. Of course, the triple (^1,^2^3) £ ^ 3 is only well-defined up 
to translation by (n, w,n),n G Z. Let 

</>A := (meas Q(A))~lchar 2(A), 

/I,A := AJ(0A), 

/2,A : = = ^2(</>A), 

fl(A):=Or"1(^/i,A), 

fc(A) := Otf', /2 ,A), 

A(A):=cD^1(g? </>A), 

B(A) := ±|(1 +^0(1 +/3 2) | 1 / 20^(g, <K), 

r(A) := meas{Hx{h, F) D Hx{0F))Qqx^x'a{K), 

s(A) := meas(H2(ti, F)0 H H2{0F))Qqx^x'b{K)1 

R(A) := meas(G{g<j, F) H G(0F))g<7Al~A3A(A), 

5(A) := meas(G(ga, F) H G(0F))(&A,-A3£(A), 

where Q := (1 + g -1)(l + q~l + q~2) and where the db sign will be explained 
in (3.18) below. In terms of the above notation, the object of section 5 of this 
paper is to prove that 5(0) = s(0). 

3.2o The reduction. To reduce a(A) and h(A) down to finite sums, one may 
use Macdonald's formula [16] and Plancherel's formula for the Satake transform, 
following [12]. The only special case of this we shall need is the following 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that both h G H\(F) and h' G Hi(F) are elliptic regu
lar. In the notation above, we have 

KO) 

and 

Q\Fix (h)\, if E — F(/3\) is unramified, 

2~XQ\Fix (h)|, if E is ramified. 

if A(h) = A(h'), 

if hf has no fixed points, 

otherwise. 

I shall indicate two different proofs of the first part of (3.3) (the first is Lemma 
3.4b and the second is (3.12-14) below). 

The proof of the following lemma, due to R. Langlands, provides an interest
ing application of the Macdonald and Weyl character formulas to the computa
tion of the number of fixed points in the unramified case. 

LEMMA 3.4. First, assume that E/F is unramified, where E := F[h] = F[h!] 
denotes the splitting field of the torus T\ :=Hih determined by h. 

(a) Iffi e rt(SU?)), h e GL(2, 0F) then 

1 f * q+\ 
&ulV*,fi)= 7F7^ / Ms) (F) k meas T(0F) JLS(C) q - 1 [ q q 

m 1 I ( M-2 
- ~ \c(s)\ 

ds, 

where the notation is explained below. 
(b) Iff = / i , (0,0,0) w the characteristic function of SL(2, Of) divided by the 

measure of SL(21 OF) then 

<*>T^(h1f) = Q\Fix(h)\. 

Notation. Here T\ denotes the centralizer of h in H\ and LS(C) is the maximal 
compact subgroup of LH\(C) consisting of all s G LH\(C) with eigenvalues a, b 
having the same absolute value. The Haar measure of LS(C) is normalized so 
that its total volume is 1. Also, here 

is the /7-adic analog of the Harish-Chandra c-function for SL(2) ([16, p. 51]), 
so that the Plancherel measure is given by 

i ^ \ds)\-2ds 
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(see [16, p. 651, [14, p. 46]). 

Proof of 3.4. (a) Substitute Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 into Lemma 5.6 of [14], 
observing that ®T^x(h,f\) = A(h)~lF(h,f\) (in the notation of [14, p. 48]). 
(b) We want to calculate the Satake transform of/I,A, A = (k\, k2l h) G Z3, fci ̂  
fc2 = &3, in the case where A = (0,0,0). By Macdonald's formula [16, p. 52], 

(3-5) ;,»=s [w$ n 17-"^-."') • fi"'^""' 
where the product runs over all positive roots of 5/(3) and 5 is the symmetry 
operator on polynomials in the st defined by 

(3.6) S(P(su j 2 , s3)):=Y, 
P(sa(\), 5^(2), ^a(3)), 

cres3 

where S3 denotes the symmetric group on three letters. Let A denote the 
anti-symmetry operator defined by 

(3.7) A(P(s\, 52, $3)) := 

Y, (**» °)p( 
a(ES3 

so that 

(3.8) A((TP) = (sgn &)fUP), a G S3. 

Let p denote half the sum of the positive roots. Observe that the Weyl function, 

(3.9) q($):=p(s) Y[(l-a(s)-1) 
c*>0 

= S{SÏl(sYlS2)(l ~$2lS3)(l - J f 1 ^ ) , 

is anti-symmetric in the sense of (3.8) and, by the Weyl character formula, 

l-q-{a(srl\ _ A(p(s)lla>0(l-q-la(sr1)) (3.10) s n - ^ 

= Q-tr (rtriviai) 

= Q, 

where rtriviai is the trivial representation on LH\. (In fact, for arbitrary A, fA 

can be expressed as a linear combination of characters of finite dimensional 
representations of LH.) The result now follows from (3.12) (or Lemma 4.5) 
below and Plancherel's formula [14, Lemma 5.4]. Q.E.D. 
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For the moment, E/F need not be unramified. Let h G SL(2, F) be non-split, 
so E/F is quadratic and T := H\(h) = H\(hf is a non-split Cartan. We have 

(3.H) / /i,(o,o,o)(*_1fo¥* = ^TTT / /i,(o,o,o)(^-1^)^ 
JT(F)\HX(F) ™eas T(F) JH](F) 

|Fixo(«|, 

where, in the notation of [9], 

Fix0(/0 := {* 6 XH,(0)\hx = x}. 

If ^ G 2)(/i), r 5 the associated Cartan, for some S G GL(2,F), then 

/ fUom(x-lhsx)dx = l—— \Fix0(h% 
JP(F)\Hi(F) meaS T(F) 

since the Haar measures on T and T8 have been chosen so that meas T(F) — 
meas TS(F) (we have T8 = T over F and the Haar measure on T6 is defined by 
the pull-back of that on T). 

The following facts (which can be found in [1, ch. 1]), play a role here: if 
h splits over a ramified extension, then the fixed points of h (or of h6) in the 
tree of H\ (F) are those less than a certain distance from a certain point in the 
first barycentric subdivision of XH^F)', if h splits over an unramified extension 
then the fixed points are those less than a certain distance from a certain vertex 
in XHX(F)- In the ramified case the fixed points occur in pairs, one in X(0) and 
the other in X(l). In particular, if T is ramified then |Fixo(/i)| = |Fixo(^)| and 
|Fixi(/z)| = |Fixi(//)|. Writing 

Fix (h) = Fix0(/0 U Fixi(/z), (disjoint union), 

where Fixr(/z) := XH](F)(i) Pi Fix (/z), we have in the unramified case 

|Fix0(/i)| - |Fixi(fl*)|, |Fixo(A*)| = |FiXl(/z)|, 

and therefore, by (1.23), 

(3.12) <&T\h, fuom) = l—— |Fix (h)\. 
meas T(F) 

A similar result holds for O/^/i', /2,(o,o,o))> where h! G Ni(g) D H2(F). 
Suppose |det h\ — \n\2n, for some « E Z . This is necessary for Fix (h) ^ 0. 

If E/F is ramified then the orbits on XHx under T(F) are twice as large as the 
orbits under T(F) H HX(0F), so that 

(3.13) meas T(F) = 2 • meas (T(F) n HX{0F)) 
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(see [14, p. 52]); if E/F is unramified then 

(3.14) meas T(F) = meas (T(F) H HX(0F)). 

These follow from the classification of the Cartan subgroups of H\ (F) in terms 
of the extensions of F. Recall that Haar measures have already been choosen 
so that 

meas (G(ga, F) H G(0F)) = meas (Hx(h, F) H HX(0F)). 

This proves the first part of (3.3). The second part of (3.3) follows along similar 
lines. 

Langlands' proof that R(A) — r(A) uses the identity (actually a facsimile 
thereof, given below) 

(3.15) R(A) = Q(A)qk^ £ £ 1, 

Inv(g'a(P),P)=A 

where 

{ 1, k\>k2> &3, 

1 + q~x, kx = k2, or k2 = k3j but kx ^ k3, 
g, A = (0,0,0), 

and the inner sum runs over the vertices in the building for G(F) (the inner sum 
is independent of the representative g' choosen for the a-conjugacy class). In 
case N\(g) has distinct eigenvalues not in F, by explicitly analyzing the proof 
of Lemma 1.21 one can show that, as sets, 

(3.16) £>a(g) ^ H\F, G(ga)) <* Fx/NE/F(EX), 

where E denotes the quadratic extension determined by the eigenvalues of N\(g). 
Very briefly, one uses (3.16) to parameterize (Da(g) in terms of certain repre
sentatives gaia G F x . One can show that this parameterization satisfies the 
following property: two such ga,gb belong to the same class in (Da(g) if and 
only if a • NE/F(EX) = b • NE/F(EX). Rather than (3.15), it is actually necessary 
to use the more general identity 

(3-17) ^^rF^i 6 ^ 3 "*' E E !' 
L ' J a(EFx/U P 

Inv{gaa(P),P)=h 
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where U Ç NE/F(EX) Ç FX is a compact open subgroup of finite index. Simi
larly, we have 

(3.18) S(A) = [F^2
V] |(1 +^i)(l -h/32)|1/2Q(A)^-^ 

X Yu J2 "(Sa), 
aeFx/U P 

Inv(gaa(P),P)=A 

where K, : T)a{g) —• {±1} is defined to be +1 on the element of Hl(F, G(ga)) 
corresponding to the split inner form of G(gcr)) and to be —1 on the other 
element. The ± sign is choosen so that ±/c(gfl) = (#, 6)2, where £ = F(y/e) and 
(, )2 denotes the quadratic Hilbert symbol attached to F. The sign K satisfies the 
following property: 

Fact 3.19. For any g',g" G G(F), we have ft(g') = «(#") if and only if g' 
and g" belong to the same class in (Da(g). 

The expressions (3.17), (3.18), and those in Lemma 3.3 constitute the desired 
reductions. 

4. The Buildings for PGL(3) and SL(2) For background, see for example 
[8] and [18]. The results (and pictures) in this section are, as mentioned earlier, 
due to R. Langlands [12]. We assume p ^ 2 throughout this section. 

Fix a vector space V over F of dimension either 2 or 3. We may consider the 
buildings îB(G), #(/ / i ) for G,//i as graphs of lattice classes; if L is a rank two 
or three O/r-lattice in V then its class is denoted by [L]. Recall that two vertices 
[L\], [L2] are to be joined by an edge if and only if there exist Ai, A2 G Fx 

such that 

(4.1) TTAILI Ç X2L2 Ç A1Z4. 

The edge from [L2] to [L{\ is positively directed if (4.1) holds and if A1Z4/A2L2 
is a module of rank one over the residue field. Three vertices L\,La,Ls are 
the vertices of a 2-simplex or chamber of *B(G) if and only if there exists 
Ai,A2,A3 G Fx such that 

(4.2) TTAILJ Ç A3L3 Ç A2L2 Ç A1Z4. 

To describe the action of G on *B (G) one must first represent g G G(F) by a 
matrix A G GL(3,F). The point is that the definition of the lattice class implies 
that the center acts trivially, so the action of g = A • Z(F) is well-defined, where 
Z(F) denotes the center of G(F). Explicitly, the action of G(F) on <B (G) is given 
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by g : [L] \—> [AL]. The action of H\ on rB(H\) is simpler: h G H\(F) sends 

[A] to [/iA]. These actions send vertices to vertices, edges to edges, chambers 

to chambers (in the case of # (G)), preserve orientation and are automorphisms 

of the buildings. 

The action of a on *B (G), however, does not preserve orientation. This "anti-

automorphism" sends a lattice L to its dual lattice 

(4.3) L : = { v G V | ' v v ' G 0FJ W G L}. 

If L = gAo, where Ao denotes the lattice class of Op, then this means 

a : gA0 \—> *g~x Ao. 

The composition g a acts by sending [L] to [AL\. It is the fixed point set of go 

in <B (G) that we want to describe. 

LEMMA 4.4. (aj Suppose that the number of fixed points of h G H\(F) in 

$ ( / / i ) is finite: \Fix (h)\ < oo. (T/n's «• ^ c a ^ (/"/i w elliptic regular, i.e., the 

eigenvalues of h generate a quadratic extension of F.) Then, for any x G H\(F), 

we have \Fix(h)\ — \Fix (x~lhx)\, i.e., the number of fixed points depends only 

on the conjugacy class of h. 

(b) Suppose that the number of fixed points of go- in # ( G ) is finite: \Fix (gcr)\ < 

oo. (This is the case if N\(g) is elliptic regular.) Then, for any x G FGL(3, F), 

we have \Fix(ga)\ = \Fix ((x~lga(x))a)\, i.e., the number of fixed points of g a 

depends only on the a-conjugacy class ofg. 

Note. The proof of this lemma is easy, hence is omitted. If /i, U are stably 

conjugate but not conjugate over F one may have |Fix(fc)| ^ |Fix(/z/)|, and a 

similar statement holds for cr-conjugacy. 

The following result is well-known. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let h G GL(2,F) be an elliptic regular element with AHl(h) = 

q~k, for some k ^ 0. Let E/F denote the quadratic extension generated by h. 

(1) If E/F is unramified then 

\Fix(h)\ = . 
q- 1 

(2) If E/F is ramified then 

\Fix(h)\ = — . 
q- 1 

(We have used the fact that the conductor of E/F, as defined in [1], is 1 

in the ramified case.) 
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We now describe an embedding 

<B(HX)^<B(G). 

First, replace the tree #(/ / i) by the product of itself with the affine line: re
place all vertices by lines (copies of VA running perpendicular to the edges, 
as visualized in three dimensions) and all edges by strips. This figure may be 
regarded as <B(GL(2)). In order to embed this into #(G), one must impose a 
simplicial structure on it compatible with that of <B (G). Each line À of *B (GL(2)) 
associated to a vertex A of $(/ / i) must first be provided with its own vertices. 
We define the vertices on À to be A(n) := ir~nOF + A, for fixed embeddings 
7T~nOf c—> VA? A <—• W&. Here VA, WA are as in subsection 1.3. Given two 
neighboring vertices A, A' of #(/ / i) we obtain neighboring lines À,À' and the 
vertices of these lines are joined by an edge if they are neighbors. This simplicial 
structure on #(GL(2)) defines an embedding of #(/ / i) into #(G) whose image 
we denote by Z = Z(VAl WA). Let 

TTAA Ç A'A' Ç AA, 

and let L[n) := ir~nOF + A;,L(n) := ix~nOF + A. The band in Z associated to the 
edge joining A and A' in <B (H\ ) is represented by a picture of the following 
sort: 

L(-D L(0) L(i) 
n * * A 

(4.6) / \ / \ / \ 

- V — V V V—A' 
L ( - l ) L(0) L ( l ) L(2) 

The lines in Z have been drawn in such a way that the positive direction on 
them is from left to right. As mentioned earlier, the action of AutF(WA) ^> 
AutF(WA + VA) on Z preserves orientation. The action of a on (B(G) does 
not even restrict to an action on Z — Z(VA,WA). However, the action of g a, 
with g = [A] e G(F) represented by A G GL(3,F), does send Z(VA,WA) to 
Z(AW^AV^) — Z(VA, WA), reversing orientation. Here we have used the fact 
the AW^ = VA and AV^ = CA^VA)1, by definition of WA. As we shall see, 
thanks to Corollary (1.14) it turns out to be sufficient for our purpose of relating 
fixed points of g a in <B(G) with fixed points of h G Ni(g), h G #i(F), in <B{H\) 
to assume that the matrix A in GL(3, F) = Aut/r(VA + WA) is in (l,2)-block form. 
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For such matrices, it is possible to explicitly realize the action of g a on Z in 
terms of the geometry described above. In fact, this is what we do next. 

In [12], R. Langlands introduced the notion of a "characteristic leaf to un
derstand explicitly vertices in *B (G) not in Z in terms of vertices in Z. This 
notion is very useful for relating fixed points of g a in *B(G) to fixed points of 
h G N{(g) in <B(HX). Given L := 0F + 7rbOF + irnOF, let M{ := ir-bOF,M2 := 
7rhOF,M3 := if1 Of. Consider the vertices of the characteristic leaf for L: 

L' :=M\ +M2+M3 e Z, 

(4.7) L:=iThMl +M2+M3 0 Z , 

L" := TT^M! + 7TbM2 +M3e Z, 

depicted 

L' 

(4.8) \ 

L" 

The vertices of the simplices forming the equilateral triangle are given by ifxM\ + 
if12M2 + A/3,0 ^ ft2 = «1 = ^. The segment of length \b\ joining l! to L" is 
called the characteristic base or segment. This base degenerates to a vertex 
if L G Z and otherwise it may be regarded as an equilateral triangle, under a 
suitable metric structure on # (G). 

LEMMA 4.9 ([12]). Suppose g G G(F) is such that N\(g) is elliptic regular. 
Then the following hold: 

(a) g a sends the characteristic leaf of L to the characteristic leaf of g L; 
(b) For each vertex A in (B(Hi),gcr sends the line {ir~nOF + K\n G Z} of Z 

with positive orientation to another line {u^Op + h^m G Z} in Z with reversed 
orientation; 

(c) g a sends the characteristic base of the leaf for L to the characteristic 
base (with orientation reversed) for gL; 

(d)for any h G 5L(2, F) representing N\(g), the action of h on Z is the same 
as the action of(gcr)2 restricted to Z. 

Remark. The h G H\ (F) in (d) is fixed for the rest of this section. 
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Proof. We may assume by Corollary 1.14 that g is represented by a (2,1)-
block matrix A G GL(3,F) in the basis giving the embedding Z. From this 
the four statements (a)-(d) follow without difficulty from simple facts about 
buildings. Q.E.D. 

In particular, (d) implies that if A', A" are lines associated to two fixed points 
A', A" of h e N\ (g ) and if the endpoints L', L" of the vertices of the characteristic 
base lie on A', A", respectively, then g a "flips" L and its leaf about a certain 
"dotted" line DA (which depends only on A, not on L, L',L", and lies in the first 
barycentric subdivision of *B (G) but does not necessarily lie in # (G)): 

(4.10) DA 

M#' 

A' = yA' 

A" = yA" 

If N\(g) does not contain a unipotent then by Corollary (1.14) we may assume 
that the matrix A e GL(3, F) = Ax\tF(VA< + WA>) representing g — [A] is in block 
form: 

(4.11) A = (W7r" ) , C e GL(2, F), u G 0 / , c € Z. 

(Here [A'] is the matrix in (1.14) which belongs to the same stable a-conjugacy 
class as [A].) In this case, Ao sends the lattice ix~nOF + A in Z to 7rc+nOF + A', 
for some A'. If we parameterize the vertices in the lines (4.8) by the integers 
then, in a sense, DA may be thought of as the "c/2-line". It belongs to # (G) if 
and only if c is even. Suppose that c is even and that 

(4.12) 
Au : [ir-nOF + A] »-• [7rc+nOF + A'], 

Aa : [7TnOF + A'] i-+ [7rc+nOF + A]. 

It can be shown without much effort that, in this case, [A], [A'] in Z correspond 
to two fixed points of h G N\(g) in #(/ / i) . Also, it is not hard to see that, 

FACT 4.13. Suppose c is even and L is a fixed point of[A]a whose characteristic 
base has endpoints lying on the lines Af ^ A". Then 

(a) DA intersects the lines A', A" at the two vertices which determine the 
endpoints of the characteristic base of L and 
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(b) the lines A', A" in Z correspond to two fixed points of h in (B(Hi). 

Remark. There is a simpler version of this dealing with the case A' = A". In 
this way, we will obtain a "2-1" correspondence, when c is even, between pairs 
of fixed of H in $(//]) and fixed points of [A]a in #(G). One important point 
to bear in mind is that when c is odd then the line DA cannot intersect *B (G) 
and therefore there can be no fixed points of [A]a in this case. So far we have 
only shown that (when c is even) given a fixed point of [A] in *B (G) there are 
associated two fixed points of h in #( / / i ) . 

From the reduction of §3 one sees that it is also necessary to know what 
happens when A in (4.11) is replaced by a matrix A' stably a-conjugate to A but 
not cr-conjugate to A over F. Of course, N\([A]) = N\([Af]) so A' may be put 
in (l,2)-block form as in (4.11), for some c' G Z,C" G GL(2,F),w' G O / . If 
moreover the eigenvalues of h determine an unramified extension of F then c' 
and c have different parity. On the other hand, if A' and A are cr-conjugate over 
F then c and c' do have the same parity, so 

FACT 4.14. The parity ofc depends only on the stable a-conjugacy class of [A]. 
If the eigenvalues of h determine an unramified extension of F (the "unramified 
case ") and A, Ar are stably a-conjugate but not a-conjugate over F then either 
c or c' is even (but not both). 

By the previous paragraph, in this "unramified case", there is either a fixed 
point of Aa (and A'a has no fixed point) or a fixed point of A'a (and Aa has no 
fixed point). 

The problem now is to deal with the converse of (4.13): given a pair of fixed 
points of h G N\(g), associate to them fixed point of Aa. Instead of proving this, 
we shall prove that this holds "on average", which is sufficient for our purposes. 
For this the following lemma is crucial, but first we need some notation: Let d 
be the maximum distance between two fixed points of /z, let the eigenvalues of 
h determine a quadratic extension E of F, and suppose that 

(4.15) U(d) := UdiT
2Z :={xeOp\x = l (mod ird)}ir2Z C NE/F(EX) 

is finite index in Fx. Let S denote the set of a G F x for which P' ^ P" exist (for 
a fixed p'\p") and satisfying (ai)-(aiv) in the lemma below. Here Aa is defined 
to be a representative of ga, where ga is defined in the paragraph following 
(3.16) and A is our representative of g choosen at the beginning of this section. 
We may, by (1.14), choose all the Aa to be in block form as in (4.11). Aao may 
have no fixed points; however, if it does, let Po denote one of them. Let Un 

denote the stabilizer of the action of Ta := (Aaa)(Aa)"1 on P0, for some n ^ 0, 
with Un as in (4.15). 

LEMMA 4.16 ([12, LEMMA 5.1]). Suppose that p',p" are vertices in ^ ( / / I ) 
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(possibly p' — p") and that [A]a "flips" the lines in (B(G) associated to p',p" 
onto each other. Then: 

(a) For each a G Fx there exists at most one pair P', P" of vertices in $(G) 
with 

(i) P' lying on the line associated to p'y 

(ii) P" lying on the line associated to p"y 

(Hi) in the notation of§3,Aaa(P') = P",Aacr(P") — Pf, and 
(iv) P',P" form the extreme vertices of a characteristic segment. 
(b) Suppose a G Fx is such that a pair p1\p" exists for Aa. Then a pair exists 

for Ab (for the same p'\p") if and only ifaNE/F(Ex) = bNE/F(Ex). 
(c) Let S,Po, and Un be as above, and assume that n ^ 1. Then n ^ d and 

there are [0F
X : Un] distinct P's with segment (P1\P") such that (Aaa)P — P. 

(d) If \Fix (Aao)\ ^ 0 then \Fix {Aaixcr)\ — 0, for E/F unramified. 
(e) In the notation of part (c), 

—-— y y i 
luF . ud\ aeFX/ p 

AaaP=P 
P has segment (P',P") 

= —-— y y i. 
IUF . un\ aeFX/u(n) p 

AaaP=P 
P has segment (P',P") 

There is an obvious "K-analog" (see (3.18)) of the above equation whose state
ment is left to the reader. 

Remark, (a) When applying this lemma to (3.17) or (3.18), one uses the fact 
that 

l- [Fx : U(n)] = [ 0 / : Un]. 

(b) For the situation in (4.13c) when n = 0, see §5. The "matching" is then 
p = p' = p» i->p' =p"m 

Let me now sketch the proof of this lemma. Consider the situation described 
by the following diagram: 

(4.17) 

p" Q" P:P:Q:Q"EZ. 
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In this case, as we've noted above, there are three rank one Of -modules 

Mi ,M 2 ,M 3 such that 

P ' = [Mi + M2 + M3] , P" = [TT^MI + nbM2 + M3] , 

g ' = [TT^MI + M2 + M3] , <2" = [Mi + 7^M2 + M3] . 

LEMMA 4.18. 

fflj 77ie vertices P in # ( G ) w/f/i characteristic segment (P',P"),P' ^ P", 

correspond to rank three lattices L + M?> where L is a lattice satisfying 

(i) T^MX + 7^M2 C L Ç Mi + M2, 

(ii) TTb-xMx + 7rb-{M2 <jL U 

(Hi) L (£_ 7rMi + 7rM2, 

f / v ) L ^ 7 r M i + M 2 =:Mf, 

(v) L ^ M I + T T M 2 = : M " . 

(b)IfuE Op then the action ofTu := (AM0-)(Ao-)-1 on Z induces an action 

of 0F
X cw the lattices L in (a). This action agrees with that defined by the matrix 

and, moreover, it is transitive on the set of Us. 

Proof The stabilizer of any point P with segment (P' , P") under the action 

of 0 / via Tu is of the form Ub, for some Z? ^ 1. Thus 

(4.19) P ' = AaTu(P) = PwAa(P) = AMa(P) - P , 

for some u E 0F uniquely determined modulo Ub. In other words, if P has 

segment (P' , P") then there is a w G 0F
X such that AaPM(P) = P and 

Co' ?)• '««*• 
not only stabilizes Acr(P) but also commutes with Tu,u G 0F

X. Q.E.D. (Lemma 

4.18) 

From these facts, lemma 4.16 follows. As a corollary, we obtain r(0) = P(0), 

using (3.3) and (3.17). 

5. The Buildings for PGL(3), PGL(2). Recall Hx := 5L(2), H2 := PGL(2), 

G := PGL(3), and Ni,Af2 denote the Jacquet-Shalika norms (1.9). We assume 

/? ^ 2 without further mention. 
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Let he N\(g) H H](F) have eigenvalues /3]l(32= Pi1 and let h! G N2(g) H 
7/2(F) be represented by a matrix B G GL(2,F) having eigenvalues A/?i,A, for 
some A G F x . Recall <B(H\) = #(//2) and that the action of //2(F) on #(//2) 
is defined analogously to the action of G(F) on #(G). Let £ / F denote the 
extension of F obtained by adjoining the eigenvalues of h\ we may assume E/F 
is quadratic since the split case was handled in §2. Since the tree #(//2) has no 
closed loops, one can easily show that h has fixed points only if cfy G 0E

X, for 
some c G Fx. This yields \/3\\E = l/^U, so, because of /32 = /Sj"1, we obtain 
\/3\\E = 1. (Alternatively, if the eigenvalues of h were not units then h could not 
have fixed points in the building *B (H\ )E over the tamely ramified extension E 
and therefore, by Galois descent [18, §2.6.1], it cannot have any fixed points in 
the building over F.) 

Our strategy is to prove, in the notation of §3, that s(0) = 5(0) in the following 
manner: (a) if 11 +(3\ \E — 1 then we prove r(0) = s(0), R(0) = 5(0), (b) we prove 
that the case E/F ramified and |1 + (3\\ < 1 cannot occur, (c) if |1 + P\\E < 1 
then we prove s(0) = |Fix(/i')| = 1 and S(0) — 1. Thus, in case (c), we may 
assume that E/F is unramified. (That the case (b) cannot occur was pointed out 
to me by R. Kottwitz.) The ± sign in (3.18) has been choosen in such a way 
that 5(0) ^ 0 though we won't prove this until later. 

LEMMA 5.1. (a) 5(0) ^ r(0). 

(b) Assume that \ l+/3\ | = 1. Then the number of fixed points of h is equal to the 
number of fixed points of h', i.e., r(0) = s(0). Moreover, |5(0)| ^ R(0) = r(0). 

Proof Part (a) follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. For part (b), recall 

A^K/i) := |1—^ïlliSil-1 = |1—^lllH-iSilliSil-1 and A«2C/»'> == |1 —>Si ll>3i l _ 1 / 2 . 
by the definitions in §2. The lemma now follows immediately from the counting 
formulas (3.17-18) for R(0) and 5(0) and the hypothesis. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 5.2. (a) The set Fix(Aacr) is in one-to-one correspondence with the 
Us such that 

[L] = [{v G V\lv • fA-a
x • v' G 0F, W G L}], 

i.e., the class of L is self-dual with respect to the bilinear form oflA~x. 
(b) Assume \Fix (Aa)\ ± 0, [L] G Fix(Auo\u G 0 / , and [L] ft Z. Then 

u = v2, for some v G 0F
X, and in particular (w, e)2 = 1 (in the notation of 

(3.18)). 

Proof 
(a) This is a simple calculation using (4.3): since Ao sends [L] to [ALV], [L] 
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is fixed if and only if L belongs to the same class as 

ALV = {Av G V|'v • v' G 0F, W G L} 

= {v0 G V|v0 + Av and rv • v' G 0F , Vv' G L}. 

It is easy to see that this is equivalent to the statement in part (a). 
(b) We may rephrase the problem in terms of self-dual lattice classes. Let P 

be an lA~x-self-dual lattice class. By (a) above and Lemma 4.14, the transitivity 
of Ta implies that there is an a G Op such that [L] = TaP. It following that 
[L] is both *A~l-self-dual and lA~}2-self-dual, since Ta and A^a commute. This 
implies, by (a), that [L] corresponds to a fixed point of Tuai. However, by Lemma 
4.18 and the discussion following (4.15), we know that the stabilizer of Tuai is 
Un, where n ^ 1 is the distance between [L] and its projection [Lf] in Z (by 
hypothesis, [L] ^ [Z/]). Since, by definition, Un Ç {squares in 0F

X}, for n ^ 1, 
we conclude that M is a square in 0F

X. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 5.3. Let w := I J, and let Ao := Op 0 0/7 0 O^ denote the 

standard rank 3 lattice written in terms of a fixed basis for VA 0 W&- The action 
of Aaa on *B(G) is given on Z by 

-n' j r c>»]-
wter^ r G F x , C ' G AwrF(WA) ^ GL(2,F). 

Remark. This follows from (4.3) and the fact that C~x = (det (C))~u 

(w~lCw). This description of the twisted action on the building is especially 
useful when the action of Aaa is restricted Z. 

LEMMA 5.4. Assume that N\(g) doesn't contain any unipotent element. If 
Fix (Aa) contains a vertex not in Z and if Fix (Aa) D Z = 0 then \f3\ /f3'2+] | < 1, 
where (5't are the eigenvalues of Cw. 

Proof By hypothesis, we may assume that A is of the form ( J, thanks 

to Corollary 1.14. Suppose that there is an [L] G Fix (ACT) not in Z. Lemma 
4.16 implies that we can find [Lf], [L,f] G Z forming the characteristic segment 
of [L] such that [AaL'] = [L"], [AaL"] = [L']. 

Denote by /?',/?" the vertices of ^(5L(2)) associated to L',L"\ 
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where Aw(p') — p",Aw(p") = p'. We may consider the midpoint po of p',p" 

in the first barycentric subdivision of # (SL(2, F)) as a vertex of the tree over 

E, since EJF is ramified. By Lemma 5.3 and a well-known result on trees, 

Po in (B (SL(2, E)) is a fixed point of Cw (Cw acts without inversion on the 

first barycentric subdivision of # (51,(2, F))). By Lemma 5.3, this midpoint is 

associated to a fixed point [L$\ over E of (Aa and) A • ( j . By hypothesis 

Let p\1p2 be two neighbors of /?o> with /?,- a vertex in iB(SL(21F)) and with 

Cw{p\) = /?2, Cw(/?2) = p\. There is an apartment containing p\,p2 in which we 

can write 

p , = [irb^xexOF + Kb2e20F}, 
(5.5) 

P2 = [7rb]e\0F + 7rb2e20F], 

for some fr, G Z and a suitable basis {e\,e2}. It follows that Cw is conjugate over 

- 1 U27Tb^-
F to ( i _. _, ), for some ut G 0 F , hence projectively conju-

\Ui7TD2 Dl 1 U4 / 

gate 

( U\^~hl UiTT2{b>-b2)+l\ 
over F to . If /?! -Z?2 ^ - 2 or b\ -b2 ^ 1 then the 

V U3 U47Tb'-b2+l J 

quotient of the eigenvalues of this matrix are equal to — l ± e , for some |e| < 1. 

In this case, from Lemma 4.5 we find that Cw can have at most one fixed point 

in the tree over F , and none in the tree over F . In this case, we conclude that 

there is no fixed point of Aa in Z. The cases b\ — b2 = — 1 and b\ — b2 — 0 are 

similar: if b\ — b2 — — 1 then p\ = [Ao] and p2 = \n~xe\ 0F + Ao]. It follows 

that Cw is conjugate over F to ( 1 2 ), for some w, G <XX , and the same 

conclusion may be drawn. The case b\ — b2 = 0 is similar and therefore 

omitted. Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITION 5.6. If\l + /3 , | £ = 1 then |S(0)| = s(0). 
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Proof. Again, by hypothesis, we may assume that A is of the form ( J, 

thanks to Corollary 1.14. 
Note that by the reduction formulas and Lemma 5.2(b), we have 

(5.7) R(0) - \S(0)\ ^ 2g(|Fix (Aa) H Z | + (Fix (Aaa) H Z |), 

where A and Aa represent (D^g) (see (1.25)). Thus if Fix (Aa) Pi Z = 0 were true, 
Lemma 5.1 would imply the result. Moreover, since |S(0)| ^ R(0) = r(0) = s(0), 
we may immediately dispose of the case R(0) — 0. We may therefore assume 
that A(h) < 1, so that |1 - /?i| < 1 and that |Fix(Aa)| > 0. 

Suppose for the moment that Fix (Aa) C Z . By Lemma 4.16(b) it follows 
that Fix(Aaa) = 0, so we have S(0) = R(0). 

Suppose next that Fix (Aa) is not a subset of Z. Since Fix (Aaa) C Z would 
contradict Lemma 4.16, we must then have that Fix (Aaa) is not a subset of 
Z. From Lemma 4.16 we have that Fix(Aa) H Z / 0 or Fix (Aaa) Pi Z ^ 0. 
Suppose without loss of generality that Fix (Aa) D Z ^ 0. By (1.25) and Lemma 
4.16(b), if E/F was ramified then we may take a G 0F

X (since Fx/N(EX) is 
represented by a unit in the case of a ramified extension E/F). In this case, 
Lemma 5.2(b) implies all the signs in (3.18) are the same, so |S(0) = R(0). On 
the other hand, if E/F were unramified then a £ 0 / by (4.14) and then Lemma 
4.16(d) forces Fix (Aaa) Pi Z = 0. Then Lemma 5.4 implies that Cw has no 
fixed points, which by Lemma 5.3 would contradict our assumption. Q.E.D. 

Next we must consider the case where |1 +/3\ \ < 1 and E/F is unramified. In 
this case, A(h') = 1, so by the formula for the number of fixed points we have 
| Fix (hf) | = 1. On the other hand, the same formula implies that |Fix(/i)| > 1, 
so it is clear that in this case r(0) > s(0). We of course want to show that the 
sum in the formula for S(0) is equal to 1, so s(0) = Q. We want to show that, 
if 11 + Pi | = q~m with m > 0 and |Fix (Aa)\ ^ 0 then 

(5.10) S(0) '-=[F^2 1(1 +/?i)(l +/32)P
/2 

x E E «(*«> = i. 
aEFx/U P 

Inv(Aaa(P),P)=0 

In other words, we want to show that 

(a,e)2=+l Inv(Aaa(P),P)=0 

E E '• 
aeFx/U P 
(a ,e) 2=-l Inv(Aaa(P),P)=0 
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For this it clearly suffices to prove that 

<-> ^ E E . = ^ - * 
L J a£Fx U P H 

(a,e)2=+\ Inv(Aaa(P),P)=0 

(the "unramified case"), and 

<-3> ^ E E . - ^ - , 
a<EFx U P ^ 

( a , e ) 2 = - l /nv(Aucr(/>),/ ,)=0 

(the "ramified case") for some /?. These are due to the fact that every fixed 
point P of A gives rise to a characteristic leaf by Lemma 4.16, hence to a fixed 
point in the first barycentric subdivision of (B (SL(2, F)). The difference of (5.12) 
and (5.13) merely counts the difference between the sets of fixed points in the 
first barycentric subdivision of #(SL(2, F)) in the unramified case and in the 
ramified case, respectively. The number of such fixed points is as stated in (5.12) 
by Lemma 4.5(a), in the unramified case, and by Lemma 4.5(b) in the ramified 
case. 

It remains to dispose of the case 11 +(3\ | < 1 and E/F ramified. Although one 
must be able to deal with this case by a more direct argument, I will give the 
following geometric proof. Since 11 — f3\ | = 1 and E/F is ramified, it follows 
from [14, p. 50], for example, that h! has no fixed points. This implies that 
s(0) = 0 and (by the proof of Lemma 5.4) that Aa has no fixed points in Z . 
Thus each fixed point of Aa, which we may assume exists, is associated to a 
characteristic base which is not a vertex. By the remarks preceeding (4.10), the 
fact that Aa has no fixed points in Z implies that, in the notation of (5.8), 
Aaa will have fixed points in Z (since E/F is ramified, there is an element 
of valuation one in NE/F(EX) and therefore we may take Aa to correspond to 
this element; the midpoint of the characteristic base isn't a vertex, whereas the 
midpoint of the dotted line DAU associated to the fixed point L of Aa in (4.10) is 
a vertex in Z since the valuation of a is one). By Lemma 5.3, this implies that, 
in the notation of the proof of Proposition 5.7, Cw has fixed points. By Lemma 
5.3, this contradicts the fact that Aa has no fixed points in Z . 

This completes the proof that S(0) = s(0). 
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